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History and Background 

The Nature in the Neighborhood (NITN) project grew out of the needs expressed by PSU students who desired 

avenues of involvement in local environmental issues, and the needs of local resource management agencies (THPRD, 

METRO, Portland Parks) that lacked resources to develop inventories and surveys of natural resources in the Portland 

area.  In the summer of 2003, three students participated in a pilot project to survey some natural parks in the THPRD 

district.  The scope of the project was expanded to encompass the Capstone goals and proposed as a course the 

following fall.  In 2008 the capstone enrollment was limited to Biology and ESR majors to allow for discussion of more 

advanced topics that required adequate backgrounds in ecology and evolutionary biology.   

This summer this capstone continues to serve majors in Biology and ESR.  The course content and goals will 

assume students have an adequate background in ecology. We will focus our efforts this summer on work at McIver 

State Park and the Clackamas Watershed to evaluate factors promoting the spread of invasive false brome. In particular, 

we will focus on the quantifying characteristics that are associated with invasion, and we may also examine cases of 

recent spread of this invasive grass.  We will be developing research questions, designing data collection protocols, 

contributing to ongoing site monitoring, collecting and analyzing data, and writing final reports on our findings.  To 

accomplish the broader goals of this project we will be forming multiple working groups, the number of which will 

depend to some degree on the interests and goals of participants in this capstone.   

 

Overview 

Week One 

1.  Gather background information on false brome in the Clackamas Watershed. 

2.  Make observations at field sites. 

3.  Work with team members to develop research questions and data collection protocols. 

4.  In class and fieldwork.  Breakout meetings to develop research proposal. 

Week Two  

1.  Present your proposed work at the weekly meeting for discussion. 

2.  Conduct “dry-runs” of your data collection protocols. 

4.  Prepare a final draft of your project goals and methods. 

5.  Develop a timeline for data collection and plan implementation of the proposed work. 

Weeks Three - Six  

1.  Meet with the class to report progress, problems, successes, etc. 

2.  Meet regularly with your team. 

3.  Collect data/information and implement proposed work. 

Week Six  

1.  Prepare final report and products for presentation to the agency. 

Week Seven 

1.  Present final products of your work to the class. 

2.  Debrief to discuss the process.   

3.  Complete peer evaluations.   

 

  



 

 

Individual responsibilities 
1.  Keep a journal of all hours.  Include start time, end time, and your activities. 

2.  Communicate with your team partners. 

3.  Fully participate and contribute to the project. 

4.  Read a book.  Write a short impression of your experience and present it to the class.   

5.  Present a paper from the primary literature and lead a discussion on its content. 

6.  Read the primary literature paper each week and write a summary plus three questions 

6.  Fairly evaluate yourself and your peers.   

 

Field Safety Issues 
1.  Always work in groups of at least two or three individuals. 

2.  Make sure at least one person has a cell phone or that a public phone is close by. 

3.  Wear appropriate attire: 

- Long pants, sturdy shoes, hat, sunscreen, etc. 

- Bring along bug spray. 

- Orange safety vests on roadsides 

4.  Each field kit will include some basic first-aid supplies.   

5.  Always make sure the course coordinators know your field schedule and sampling locations.  One of the 

coordinators will always be “on call” to answer questions, provide advice, and to visit the site you are 

working in for assistance if necessary. 

 

Other issues will be discussed during the first project session as needed.   
 

University Studies Capstone Goals 
• Design, execution, and interpretations of ecological experiments. (Capstone goal: Inquiry and Critical Thinking) 

• Develop the use of oral, written, and graphical tools for communicating ecological concepts to the general 

public. (Capstone goal: Communication) 

• Develop an appreciation of the value of urban greenspaces and natural biodiversity to community aesthetics and 

quality of life. (Capstone goal: Ethical and Social Responsibility) 

• Interaction of human and natural communities in our urban environments (Capstone goals: The Variety of 

Human Experiences,  Ethical and Social Responsibility) 

 

Personal Responsibilities 
Each project participant will be responsible for: 

1.  Maintaining an accurate and up-to-date journal of activities.   

2.  Contributing approximately 20 hours per week to personal and team goals for the NITN project. 

3.  Helping with the presentation of team products.   

4.  Personal growth and reading: will choose and read a book that provides opinions and views on nature, the 

environment, and human participation in nature.  During one of the sessions in the last four weeks of the 

course you will report to the class on the book you read.   A good place for ideas:  

           http://lifestylepopculturebooks.suite101.com/article.cfm/a_natureenvironmental_book_list  

5.  Intellectual growth and ecological fluency.  Read the primary literature paper assigned each week and write 

a half-page summary plus three questions.  

6.  Peer assessment.  You will provide an assessment of the performance and contributions of the other team 

members.   

7. Project assessment.  You will provide an assessment of the overall performance and effectiveness of the 

NITN project- in terms of reaching project goals, and in facilitating your ability to attain your personal 

goals.   

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Logistics 
1. We will meet once a week on Tuesdays to discuss team progress, writing assignments, reading assignments, 

and to set goals and schedules for the next week.  

2.  Each team is responsible for coordinating transportation to and from sites, and for ensuring the safety of all 

team members.   

3.  Transportation costs.  All capstone participants will contribute to a “kitty” to help defray the cost of fuel.  

Car drivers will keep track of miles driven and will be reimbursed at a rate of $0.20/mile.  If we 

collectively drive 2,000 miles this summer that means each member will have to chip in about $25.   

 

Requirements for completing this capstone: 
1.  Weekly participation with team and individual activities. 

2.  Attend all class sessions. 

3.  Keep an updated field notebook/journal of your activities.   

4.  Write a weekly essay in your journal (topics to be assigned). 

5.  Read a popular novel.  Report to the class and write a report (one page typed - not in your journal).  

6.  Present a paper from the primary literature to the class (papers provided). 

7.  Write summaries and three questions for papers assigned each week. 

8.  Communicate with your groups - be available, willing, and enthusiastic.   

9.  Contribute - volunteer to get things done so your group will meet the deadlines. 

10.  Fairly evaluate yourself and your peers.   

 

 


